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Abstract 

     This Thesis depends on carrying out an applied and theoretical analysis for capability 

to utilize winds turbines which considered as means of renewable and friendly energy to 

environment, and how to make use of this technology to generate electric energy in Kirkuk 

city. Also studying the impact of environmental condition on the performance of wind 

turbine Represented in (wind-speed, wind-direction, temperature, humidity, and dust 

density).Where it was studied converting the kinetic energy of winds into mechanic energy 

and has been accomplishes install a horizontal-turbine in one of work sites in Kirkuk city 

of (16m) height of the ground level. It has tri-blades of (400W) power. It has been 

connected to an electric system supply designed and manufacture during the research 

period. In order to measure the voltage-difference and electric current consequently to 

measure the power and energy produced from the wind turbine and changed according to 

the wind speed alteration. Gauge records for two time seasons are taken by using the 

technology-programming of delicate controller in simultaneous work with meteorological 

system, so that it can set data-principle to be analyzed by using (MATLAB) program to 

find and check theoretical generated power compared with practical results and find the 

range of validity to generate the sufficient energy for domestic consumption. The results 

shows that summer season is better than winter season in using wind turbine in Kirkuk city. 

As the monthly energy rate produce during summer season is about (100724kW.hr) while 

monthly energy rate produced during winter season is (9552.5kW.hr). That is because 

dropping of wind speed range ranging in winter which is (1.87m/s) while (4m/s) in 

summer. The results also show that the effect of increasing temperature and relative 

humidity is considered inversely with the power generated from the turbine. It is notice 

that dust density has no effect on wind turbine performance because of its littleness. It is 

also shown through performing comparison between the practical result and engineering 

analysis that the amount of the power coefficient has emerged to the limit (0.37). Well been 

reached to a polynomial mathematical relation connect between wind speed and power 

produced by the wind turbine in Kirkuk city range (10-32)km/hr with average rate  of error 

equal to 2%  . 




